FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $49*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Vango

Zenith 300 3P Hiking Tent
$259.90

Details

Specifications

With a stable easy pitch inner and fly, and a budget-friendly
price tag - the Zenith 300 Tent from Vango is ideal for the
lightweight trio ready for the trail.

Snowys Code:

145216

Supplier Code:

VTE-ZE300-K

Season:

3-4

Sleeping Capacity:

3 Person

Recommended
Capacity:

2 Person

External Dimensions:

250L x 245W cm

Sleeping Area:

215L x 180W cm

You can access this tent through the twin doors and create a
sheltered porch with your hiking pole as there's an
attachment eyelet in the door to lift it up. For better visibility
with your headtorch at night, there are multiple reflective
points, while the inner has handy storage pockets to keep
your essentials accessible. The Zenith also comes with a fast
pack bag that features an oversized opening for a quick pack
up, even if it's wet.

Packed Dimensions:

44L x 14W x 14H cm

Max. Head Height:

113 cm

Material:

Protex&#174; 70D Polyester | Fire
Retardant Fabrics - Meets European
EN5912 Safety Standards

Inner Material:

Breathable Polyester | Mesh

Independently tested to the European standard EN5912 for
rain and wind for reliability, the Zenith 300 from Vango offers
dependable shelter on lightweight expeditions.

Floor Material:

70D Lightweight Polyester

Frame Material:

PowerLite 7001-T6 Alloy

Waterhead Rating:

Fly 5000mm | Floor 6000mm

Weight:

2.550 Kg

Warranty:

2 Year

This tent is designed to save you time in adverse weather as
the fly and inner pitch together, while the single-pole hoop
design delivers on stability. In windy conditions, the tension
band system helps this tent perform and it has 5000mm rated
fly with mesh vents for protection from the elements. The
breathable polyester inner gives protection in cooler
conditions, the part mesh inner door provides a ventilation
point and the seams are factory taped for a watertight seal.

Flysheet and inner pitch together
Tension Band System for performance in adverse conditions
Seams are factory taped for a watertight seal
Twin flysheet doors for access and storage
Breathable polyester inner
Inner tent pockets for storing essentials
Fly has vents with mesh coverings to reduce condensation
Tested to the European standard EN5912 for wind and rain
Part mesh inner door increases ventilation and keeps bugs
out
Fast pack tent bag for easy packing even when wet

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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